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May our hearts be forever joined in love.

**Forever Yours**

Claddagh Ring

White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

A ring for you and a ring for me...embraced by a love that's true!

A stunning interpretation of the Claddagh by Marjorie Andes with two Sterling Silver bands embellished with White Topaz and surrounding it by a lavishly 14K Gold plated Claddagh design.

“With these hands I give you my heart and crown it with love”...a timeless sentiment for someone you love.

RING...#FYGR...$49.50

A whisper of love from above...

**Angels Blessing Ring**

White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver

May the wings of an angel surround you, protect you, and bring you blessings and guidance from above. This graceful original design by Marjorie Andes is as inspiring as it is lovely. Solid Sterling Silver, with genuine White Topaz, highlights this exquisite angel wing design.

RING...#ABR...$45

Belief and Hope in the wondrous power of God...

**Believe in Miracles “Guiding Light” Ring**

1 Carat White Topaz...14K Rose Gold Accents...solid Sterling Silver

A cluster of delicate blossoms glisten in the light of the sun as it breaks through the clouds, surrounding us with the awe and miracle of God's creations and his eternal love and guidance...symbolized by the light of a sparkling marquise White Topaz held by Sterling Silver leaves and plated 14K Rose Gold petite flowers that wrap around your finger. This special ring created by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota is a constant reminder of your faith in Heaven’s promise of love and hope.

RING...#BGLR...$45

Let your style shine!

**Nouveau Chic Pavé Ring**

White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

An exciting design of brilliant White Topaz set pavé style beautifully intertwined with swirling layers of high polished Sterling Silver, lavishly plated in luxurious 14K Gold.

A very bold and “chic” addition to your collection by designer Donna Lee.

RING...#NCPR...$49.50

A cluster of delicate blossoms glisten in the light of the sun as it breaks through the clouds, surrounding us with the awe and miracle of God's creations and his eternal love and guidance...symbolized by the light of a sparkling marquise White Topaz held by Sterling Silver leaves and plated 14K Rose Gold petite flowers that wrap around your finger. This special ring created by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota is a constant reminder of your faith in Heaven’s promise of love and hope.
Miracles of Hope Gemstone Ring
2/3 Carat GemPerfect Pink Sapphire…Multi-Cut White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver

Designer Marjorie Andes creates a new and original design as a symbol of hope for those valiantly fighting breast cancer. A brilliant pear-shaped GemPerfect Pink Sapphire center stone is framed with sparkling genuine marquise White Topaz symbolizing the hope and spirit of a beautiful butterfly. GemPerfect stones are perfectly simulated gemstones with flawless color and clarity. Wear this ring as a tribute to the courage of those whose lives have been touched by breast cancer.

Proud Partner of National Breast Cancer Foundation, Inc.®
RING…#MHGR…$45

Color Me Purple
1 1/4 Carat GemPerfect Violet Sapphire…White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver

Intertwining bands of sparkling White Topaz gemstones in a pavé setting embrace the brilliant oval shaped GemPerfect Violet Sapphire center stone. A truly exquisite design by Marjorie Andes highlight this unique Violet Sapphire color stone in solid Sterling Silver. GemPerfect stones are perfectly simulated gemstones with flawless color and clarity.

A classic design to treasure forever.
RING…#CMPR…$49.50

Ruby Kiss Ring
1/2 Carat GemPerfect Ruby…1/2 Carat White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

True love begins with a kiss as perfectly symbolized by this original design by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. A vibrant rectangular-cut GemPerfect Ruby center stone is handset in a lavishly plated solid Sterling Silver ring. GemPerfect stones are perfectly simulated gemstones with flawless color and clarity. The Ruby is framed on each side by three genuine White Topaz as if to convey…you are the best of my past…the joy of my present…and the promise of my future!
RING…#RUKR…$49.50

Mother and Daughter “Loving Hearts” Ring
3/4 Carat White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver

There is nothing as powerful as a mother’s love, and nothing as healing as a daughter’s soul…this powerful sentiment is beautifully captured in this stunning ring by designer Marjorie Andes. Two brilliant heart shaped genuine White Topaz are nestled in solid Sterling Silver with White Topaz accents…a beautiful expression of love between a mother and daughter.
RING…#MDLR…$39.50
PERFECT GIFTS FOR YOURSELF OR SOMEONE SPECIAL

Best Sellers

Inspired by one of America’s most acclaimed designers …

LOUIS C. TIFFANY
INSPIRED GRAPEVINE RING

Amethyst color Swarovski® Crystal...Sparkling Cubic Zirconia...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

This ring by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota is inspired by the magnificent stained-glass artistry of renowned American artist Louis Comfort Tiffany. This new and original work of art captures the essence of this great American artist’s “pursuit of beauty”. Artfully textured 14K Gold plated leaves are accented with Amethyst colored Swarovski® crystal and sparkling CZ. Celebrate the beauty of nature with this jewelry treasure.

RING...#LCTR...$45

Smile, sparkle, shine…

RIBBONS OF GEMS
LOVE KNOT RING

Square-cut Genuine Blue Sapphires…White Topaz…Platinum over solid Sterling Silver

Wrap her in luxurious ribbons of gems! Ribbons of sparkling White Topaz and bands of Platinum plated Sterling Silver embrace square-cut genuine Blue Sapphires to form a love knot in this stunning and classic design by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. The perfect tribute to love and style.

RING...#RGSR...$60

Small deeds create great miracles…

SMALL MIRACLES ENAMELED
HUMMINGBIRD RING

Genuine Diamond...Hand-painted Enamel...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

Even the smallest of God’s creatures perform the most amazing miracles as symbolized by this tiny hummingbird flitting from flower to flower pollinating new life. Stunning hand painted enamels create a translucent aqua sky and life-like pink flowers to nurture the tiny hummingbird as she performs her wondrous tasks. This inspiring Sterling Silver ring by jewelry designer Bryan Revy includes delicate leaves plated with 14K Gold and is a true reminder that each of us can make a difference with our own small miracles.

RING...#SMHR...$55

Special moments…

EVENING SHADOWS
MOONDANCE RING

1/2 Carat Moonstone...White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver

Sometimes the most memorable moments are the quiet moments. Shadows dancing under the full moon’s glow on a clear summer evening...a perfect chance for a quiet moon-dance with the one you love. Capture life’s romantic and unforgettable moments with this magical ring by award-winning designer Donna Lee.

RING...#ESMR...$39.50
As we observe with awe, God’s creation of a perfect blossom glistening with dewdrops unfolds its petals to the first golden rays of the sun. We behold this miracle and open ourselves to the belief that with God’s power anything is possible. This artfully sculpted ring by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota is a constant reminder of your faith in Heaven’s promise of love and hope.

RING…#BEMR…$45
EARRINGS…#BEME…$45
PENDANT…
(18” chain included)…
#BEMC…$49.50

Belief and hope in the wondrous power of God

BELIEVE IN MIRACLES®
collection
White Topaz…14K Gold…
solid Sterling Silver

As we observe with awe, God’s creation of a perfect blossom glistening with dewdrops unfolds its petals to the first golden rays of the sun. We behold this miracle and open ourselves to the belief that with God’s power anything is possible. This artfully sculpted ring by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota is a constant reminder of your faith in Heaven’s promise of love and hope.

RING…#BEMR…$45
EARRINGS…#BEME…$45
PENDANT…
(18” chain included)…
#BEMC…$49.50

Smile, shine and sparkle with Diamonds...

SIMPLE PLEASURES
DIAMOND RING

There’s nothing like a few diamonds to brighten a gal’s day. So why not brighten the rest of the year and indulge yourself with this timeless and understated design by designer Marjorie Andes. This ring is sure to become your essential “signature” piece!

RING…#SPDR…$55

“AGE OF ELEGANCE” RING

Genuine 2 ½ Carat Black Onyx…White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver

This dramatic ring from the late Victorian period, features a stunning handcrafted domed Black Onyx oval with a sparkling White Topaz appliqué. Hand-set White Topaz accents sparkle in this solid Sterling Silver ring. The lovely filigree work and enhanced undergallery is another hallmark of vintage Xavier design. Glamour and elegance that transcends time.

RING…#VBOR…$49.50
A gift of eternal love…
Like leaves on an endless vine, true love is
timeless, eternal, and knows no boundaries.
A true expression of never-ending love…for
yourself or for someone you love.

Love
Everlasting

Master Jeweler
Thomas Sota

Love
Everlasting
Wedding Set
White Topaz…14K Gold…
Solid Sterling Silver

2 1/4 Carat Engagement Ring…#LEER…$55
1/4 Carat Wedding Band
#LEWB…$35

Order Both
And Save!
Complete 2-pc. Set…
#LEWS…$75

Love
Everlasting
Eternity Collection
1 1/2 Carat White Topaz…14K Gold…
Solid Sterling Silver

Ring…#LGER…$45
Earrings…#LGE…$49.50
Pendant…(18” chain included)
#LGE…$49.50
Bracelet…#LGB…$75
Bracelet lavishly plated in Sterling Silver and
14K Gold. Available in size 7” and 8”.

Master Jeweler
Thomas Sota

PLEASE MAIL PROMPTLY
Aloha means “I Love You” …

**HAWAIIAN SUNSET ETERNITY RING**
White Topaz…14K Rose Gold…solid Sterling Silver
The Hawaiian lei inspires this romantic design by designer Anna Kang. Experience the lure and romance of the splendor of a Pacific sunset in the lush gardens of the Hawaiian islands.

**RING…#HSER…$39.50**

Love that lasts forever…

**THE CIRCLE OF LOVE RING**
White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver
Celebrate the circle of love with this Sterling Silver design by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. This ring features ½ carats of sparkling White Topaz in a scrolled setting lavishly plated in 14K Gold. The inside is engraved with the word “Forever” as a token of love and devotion.

**RING…#COLR…$45**

Endless romance and timeless beauty…

**FOREVER AND EVER ETERNITY RING**
White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver lavished with Platinum
Experience the Era of Elegance with this stunning vintage eternity band by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. Artful scroll work created in Sterling Silver with Platinum plating is set with sparkling White Topaz.

**RING…#FEER…$49.50**

My joy is found in life’s journey with you…

**TOGETHER FOREVER JEWELLED RING**
White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver
A stunning design by Donna Lee with a Sterling Silver band pavéd with glittering White Topaz beautifully interwoven with a band of 14K Gold plating. A beautiful and heartfelt symbol of your journey together… engraved with the words “Always”.

**RING…#TFJR…$55**
Enchanting and spellbinding...

**CAPTURE THE MAGIC**

2½ Carat “GemPerfect” Tourmaline Gemstone…White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver

An alluring fancy cut Teal Tourmaline GemPerfect center stone is embraced by a free-form setting ablaze with sparkling White Topaz. An exquisite design by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota that will “magically” capture attention!

**MARDI GRAS CELEBRATION RING**

Genuine Diamond…Swarovski® Crystals…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

Mardi Gras, is the ultimate party celebration, a dazzling display of parades with elaborate costumes, sequins, beads, and feathers. Award-winning designer Donna Lee has captured the essence of this spectacular event with a joyful Sterling Silver ring set with brilliant multi-colored Swarovski® crystals, a sparkling Diamond accent, and 14K Gold accented peacock feather motif. Wear this delightful ring that is sure to bring a smile to your face and garner plenty of attention!  RING…#MGSR…$55

**NOUVEAU FLAIR STERLING SILVER RING**

White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver

Make a fashion statement with this unique design by Marjorie Andes. An exquisite high polished contemporary Sterling Silver band design is countered with a bold ribbed pattern and a center curve, set with brilliant White Topaz. Stylish and elegant.

RING…#NFR…$45

**BELIEVE IN MIRACLES® “A NEW LEAF” RING**

White Topaz…Hand-painted Enameled 14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver...

The sun rises on a miraculous new day filled with opportunities for love, happiness, and accomplishment. Be all that you can be when you wear this unique and inspiring design plated in 14K Gold by Designer Majorie Andes!

RING…#NLFR…$49.50
He loves me, he loves me not...

**A FIELD OF DAISIES**

*DIAMOND RING*

Genuine Diamond...Swarovski® Crystal...
Hand-Painted Enamel...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

Sunny fields brimming with daisies inspired this charming Sterling Silver ring by Marjorie Andes. Daisy clusters with hand painted white enamel petals with genuine Diamond accents and sparkling yellow Swarovski® crystals lavishly plated in 14K Gold.

RING...#FDER...$55

Winter magic...

**“FROZEN”**

1 ¾ Carats of sparkling CZs...solid Sterling Silver

The wintry magic of shimmering icicles, frost, and glittering flakes of snow come to life in this exquisite winterscape by Donna Lee. With all the dazzle of diamonds—this spectacular solid Sterling Silver ring features a combination of hand-set fancy cut stones with all of the frozen beauty of icicles glistening in the morning light. Make some winter magic with this eye-catching ring.

RING...#FWWR...$39.50

Make a statement...

**NOUVEAU TWIST SILVER RING**

White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver

A passion for fashion is evident in this unique creation. A stunning contemporary “Twist” design features multiple bands and a center diagonal accent of sparkling White Topaz.

RING...#TWSR...$45

**THE STAR OF PARIS....**

**“ÉTOILE PARISIENNE” RING**

1 Carat “GemPerfect” Sapphire Gemstones...White Topaz...
14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

This dramatic ring from 1910 Paris, an era of outstanding luxury in jewelry design and the birth of the Art Deco style, is lavishly plated in 14K Gold and features a gem intensive center star shining in the “City of Light” and elicits the response “C’est magnifique!”

RING...#FXER...$55
PERFECT GIFTS FOR YOURSELF OR SOMEONE SPECIAL

A Promise of Love inspired by the Emerald Isle

IRISH CLADDAGH SPOON RING
Emerald...CZs...solid Sterling Silver
A creative new interpretation of the centuries old Irish Claddagh tradition representing love, loyalty, and friendship. The popular spoon style bypass ring designed by Marjorie Andes is artfully embellished with Celtic design accents and sparkling gemstones.
RING...#ICSR...$45

THE IRISH LOVE KNOT
DIAMOND AND EMERALD RING
Genuine Diamond...Emeralds...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
A Diamond accented Celtic knot is bordered with petite shamrocks set with genuine Emeralds. Designer Marjorie Andes creates the magic and mystique of a Celtic knot is a timeless symbol of eternal love.
RING...#ILKR...$49.50

May our hands be clasped forever,
Our promised loyalty not stray,
Our hearts forever joined in love
And good fortune fill our days

THE IRISH PROMISE
CLADDAGH COLLECTION
Diamonds...Enamel...14K Gold...
Sterling Silver
The Claddagh has been the gift of lasting love and eternal friendship in the Emerald Isle for over 400 years. Kelly green enamel and petite shamrocks complete this charming collection. Bracelet lavishly plated in Sterling Silver and 14K Gold.
RING............#CER...$45
PENDANT...#CERP...$45
(18” chain included)
EARRINGS...#CERE...$45
BRACELET...#CERB...$60
Bracelet available in size 7” and 8”.
“May God give you…
For every storm, a rainbow,
For every tear, a smile…
For every care, a promise…
And an answer for each prayer.”

THE IRISH PRAYER COLLECTION

Four precious Emeralds…
White Topaz…24K Gold…
solid Sterling Silver

Be comforted and inspired with this collection exquisitely detailed with petite heart filigree that symbolizes faith, divine love and the power of prayer.

CROSS PENDANT…#IPCC…$55
(18” chain included)
EARRINGS…#IPRE…$55
PENDANT…#IPC…$55
(18” chain included)
RING…#IPR…$45
BRACELET…#IPRB…$75
Bracelet lavishly plated in Sterling Silver and 14K Gold. Fits sizes 7” and 8”.

Celtic magic and romance…

THE MYSTIC FIRE LOVE KNOT RING

Mystic Fire Green Topaz hand-set in solid Sterling Silver
Capture a little Celtic magic with this alluring Sterling Silver ring by designer Marjorie Andes. A Celtic love knot frames an exquisite Mystic Fire Green Topaz center stone that blazes with flashes of purple sparkle.

RING…#MFLR…$49.50

“The Irish Blessing
eternity Collection

½ Carat Emeralds…Diamonds…solid Sterling Silver
The beautiful and timeless Irish Blessing is the inspiration for these symbols of eternal love. Designer Marjorie Andes created this collection with petite emerald clovers accented with genuine Diamonds in a delightful filigreed setting. A treasure of love and good fortune inspired by the Emerald Isle.

BRACELET…#IBEB…$95
Locket includes matching 18” chain

“May you have love that never ends,
And may God send love again and again.”

THE IRISH BLESSING
eternity COLLECTION

RING…#IBER…$55
LOCKET…#IBHL…$75

Lift your spirits with the warm rays of sunshine…

**JEWELED SUNFLOWER COLLECTION**

Black Diamond…
Swarovski® Yellow Crystal…
Enamel…14K Gold…Sterling Silver

As immortalized in Vincent Van Gogh’s most famous painting, the vibrant sunflower is truly one of nature’s most intriguing creations. These diamond centered creations are sure to brighten your day!

**BRACELET…**

Bracelet lavishly plated in 14K Gold. Available in sizes available in size 7” and 8”.

**THE JEWELED “WATER LILIES” RING**

White Topaz…Enamel…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

Inspired by Claude Monet’s timeless “Water Lilies” Impressionist masterpiece, the beautifully sculpted lily flowers appear to be floating on water. Make an “impression” with this extraordinary and unique piece.

**“STARRY NIGHT” JEWELED RING**

White Topaz…Yellow Swarovski® Crystals…
14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

One of Vincent Van Gogh’s greatest masterpieces has inspired this exquisite ring featuring sparkling gems and translucent blue enamel accenting the moon, the stars, and the Milky Way.

**THE JEWELED IRIS RING**

Diamond…Yellow Swarovski® Crystal…Enamel…
14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

Artist Vincent Van Gogh created priceless masterpieces featuring fields of richly hued Irises. A beautiful creation inspired by this beloved artist.
Elegance and Grace from the Sea…
Stunning designs inspired by the grace and beauty of the dolphin by designer Marjorie Andes. Embrace the joy and freedom of one of nature’s magnificent creatures.

**DANCE OF THE DOLPHIN COLLECTION**
1/2 carat Blue Topaz...sparkling CZs...
solid Sterling Silver

RING…#DDR…$37.50
BRACELET…#DDB…$95
EARRINGS…#DDE…$45
(not shown)

**DANCE OF THE DOLPHIN ETERNITY RING**
Blue Topaz…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#DER…$49.50

**DOLPHIN DUET BLACK PEARL RING**
Diamond…Cultured Black Pearl…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#DBPR…$45

**THE DOLPHIN HEART COLLECTION**
A delicate heart-shaped Blue Topaz...sparkling CZs...
…solid Sterling Silver

RING…#DHR…$45
NECKLACE…(18” chain included)
#DHRP…$49.50
ANKLET…#DHRA…$49.50
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**Love is in the Air**

...together forever...

**“JUST THE TWO OF US”**

**TWO STONE COLLECTION**

1 1/2 Carats of White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver...
14K Gold plated accents...

“Lovers and friends forever” is the sentimental message of this exquisitely executed and delicately engraved two stone ring & necklace by Designer Donna Lee.

**Ring...#CONR...$49.50**
**Necklace...#JN0...$49.50**
**Earrings...#JE...$49.50**

Memories to forever hold in your heart...

**“FOREVER YOURS” HEART RING**

White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

The memories of love that lasts forever inspired this fashionable band ring created by designer Marjorie Andes. Three petite hearts, each set with brilliant White Topaz, float within this solid Sterling Silver ring plated with 14K Gold.

**Ring...#FYR...$49.50**

A treasure of love inspired by the Emerald Isle...

**THE RING OF ETERNAL LOVE**

Genuine Emeralds...Diamond...24K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

The “Claddagh Ring” has been the gift of lasting love and eternal friendship in the Emerald Isle for over 400 years. Award-winning Designer Marjorie Andes creates this intricately sculptured ring featuring the hands of friendship, clutching a heart of love with 3 fully faceted Emeralds (1/4 Carat) and a crown of loyalty accented with a genuine Diamond.

**Ring...#REL...$49.50**

“...My soul will rest in your embrace...”

**LOVE’S ETERNAL EMBRACE RING**

Marquise-cut White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver...

This Sterling Silver ring accented with 14K Gold by designer Marjorie Andes, is as beautiful as the joy of an embrace from the one you love.

**Ring...#CONR...$49.50**
Support Heart Disease Awareness…

**HEARTBEATS**
RING OF PASSION
White Topaz…Enamel…solid Sterling Silver

Vibrant Red…the color of life, vitality, and that passionate voice from the heart. This new and original Sterling Silver ring by award-winning designer Marjorie Andes conveys the passion and spirit to raise awareness that heart disease is the number one health issue for women. A heart set with sparkling White Topaz is the centerpiece of this vibrant red Enamelled ring with additional White Topaz accents and heart motif throughout. Care for your heart and wear your ring proudly in support of women’s heart health. Concorde Collection proudly supports the American Heart Association and its effort to educate women everywhere.

RING…#HRP…$45

You’re the most beautiful thing I keep in my Heart…

**MOTHER AND DAUGHTER**
HEARTS OF LOVE RING
Heart-shaped White Topaz…14K Rose Gold…solid Sterling Silver…

A token of the special relationship between mother and daughter is elegantly expressed as two hearts form a charming bow in this ring by designer Marjorie Andes.

RING…#BOWR…$37.50

My sweet embraceable you…

**ETERNAL EMBRACE**
ETERNITY RING
2 Carat of White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

A spectacular design that embodies eternal romance by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. This eternity ring features a brilliant 1¼ Carat White Topaz center stone with 14K Gold plating and sparkling White Topaz accents.

RING…#EEER…$55

My love for you knows no bounds…

**TO MY DAUGHTER,**
THE INFINITE LOVE HEART RING
White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver.

Beautifully intertwined hearts flowing in a striking sculptural infinity design by award-winning designer Marjorie Andes, symbolize the special bond between a mother and her daughter. A treasured gift for your cherished daughter.

RING…#DLHR…$39.50
PERFECT GIFTS FOR YOURSELF OR SOMEONE SPECIAL

**Wedding Collection**

Express Your Love…

**I DO… LOVE YOU! WEDDING SET**

*Sparkling White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver lavished with Platinum*

Order both rings and Save!

- COMPLETE 2-pc. SET…
  - #IDWS…$90

**Master Jeweler**

Thomas Sota

Express your eternal love and devotion with these exquisitely crafted wedding rings symbolizing a love that grows day by day. Silver stud earrings complete the set!

- 1½ CARAT STUD EARRINGS…
  - #IDWE…$55

- 1 CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING…#IDER…$55

- ½ CARAT WEDDING BAND…
  - #IDWB…$45

Embrace your own enduring romance, like that of the young Queen Victoria and her beloved Prince Albert, with this stunning two piece wedding set. This floral motif is resplendent with the fine craftsmanship and delicate detailing that became the hallmark of Victorian design.

**VICTORIAN ROMANCE WEDDING SET**

*Sparkling White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver lavished with Platinum*

Order both rings and Save!

- COMPLETE 2-pc. SET…
  - #VRWC…$75

**Master Jeweler**

Thomas Sota

Embrace your own enduring romance, like that of the young Queen Victoria and her beloved Prince Albert, with this stunning two piece wedding set. This floral motif is resplendent with the fine craftsmanship and delicate detailing that became the hallmark of Victorian design.

- 1¼ CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING…#VRER…$55

- WEDDING BAND…#VRWB…$35

**Order both rings and Save!**

$75
“With these hands I give you my heart and crown it with love” is the sentiment of the Claddagh wedding ring tradition. Wear this special ring as a symbol of everlasting love.

The perfect addition to your Irish Claddagh Wedding set or as a gift for that someone special

**MEN’S CLADDAGH WEDDING BAND**
Antiqued Sterling Silver

The enduring Celtic Claddagh is a bold statement of loyalty, devotion, and Celtic pride. **RING…**
#MCWB…$37.50

**THE MIRACLE OF LOVE WEDDING SET**
White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver lavishly plated with Platinum

Love is a wonder, a precious gift that brings to you your most precious companion in life. Celebrate the miracle of true love with this meticulously crafted wedding set designed with every detail to be a marvel to behold.

**1¾ CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING…**#MLER…$55

**½ CARAT WEDDING BAND…**#MLWB…$35

Order both rings and Save!
COMPLETE 2-PC SET…#MLWS…$75

Master jeweler Thomas Sota
The color of royalty...

**THE ROYAL SAPPHIRE WEDDING SET**
Sparkling White Topaz...created Blue Sapphire... solid Sterling Silver lavishly plated with Platinum

There is nothing more captivating than the deep blue color of a Sapphire accented bridal ring. A favorite of royal families for centuries, this mesmerizing color has become a popular favorite with today’s brides, royal or not! A wedding set fit for a Queen!

2 CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING...#RSER...$65
½ CARAT WEDDING BAND...#RSWB...$35
Order both rings and Save! COMPLETE 2-PC. SET...#RSWS...$85

True love is perfect harmony...

**SYMPHONY OF LOVE WEDDING SET**
White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver lavishly plated with Platinum

Like the music of a symphony this glorious wedding set is an enduring symbol of romantic and harmonious love. A melodious duet that makes for a virtuoso ensemble.

3 ½ CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING...#SLRE...$55
½ CARAT WEDDING BAND...#SLRB...$35
Order both rings and Save! COMPLETE 2-PC. SET...#SLRS...$75

May my heart be forever sheltered in your embrace.

**THE PROMISE OF LOVE WEDDING SET**
White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver

Remember why you fell in love with this exquisite engagement ring symbolizing eternal commitment and featuring a 1 ½ carat round white topaz surrounded by a delicately sculpted frame. The coordinating wedding band is delicately engraved with the word “Promise”.

1 3/4 CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING...#PLER...$75
WEDDING BAND...#PLWB...$30
Order both rings and Save! SET...#PLWS...$75
Inspiration

The special words, “When you saw only one set of footprints, it was then I carried you,” tell of a love as constant as the surf’s eternal ebb and flow upon the sand. Master jeweler Thomas Sota has transformed this image into a beautifully crafted Sterling Silver collection. A Diamond accented wave crests against the footprints embedded in sand lavishly plated with 24K Gold…a precious reminder that we are never alone. A special treasure to cherish and wear forever.

I had a Dream (also known as Footprints and Footprints in the Sand) was written by Margaret Fishback Powers.

WHENEVER YOU NEED ME…
I’LL BE THERE SILVER RING
Genuine Diamond…White Topaz…24K Gold…Sterling Silver
Symbols of faith adorn this beautifully sculpted Sterling Silver ring with 24K Gold plated accents created by Marjorie Andes. A silver cross hand-set with a Diamond, accent heart and sparkling White Topaz remind us of God’s constant protection and love.
RING…#IBTR…$45

“A CONSTANT REMINDER OF INSPIRATION AND FAITH…”

FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND®
DIAMOND COLLECTION
Diamonds…24K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

The special words, “When you saw only one set of footprints, it was then I carried you,” tell of a love as constant as the surf’s eternal ebb and flow upon the sand. Master jeweler Thomas Sota has transformed this image into a beautifully crafted Sterling Silver collection. A Diamond accented wave crests against the footprints embedded in sand lavishly plated with 24K Gold…a precious reminder that we are never alone. A special treasure to cherish and wear forever.

RING…#FPR…$49.50
PENDANT…#FPRP…$49.50
EARRINGS…#FPRE…$49.50
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Shine with the Stars…

**Hollywood Rocks®**

**Collection**

**Beverly Hills Chic**
A ¾ Carat Honey-Cut Citrine…
White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#BHCR…$55

**Tanzanite Temptation**
MARQUISE RING
1.65 Carat “GemPerfect” Tanzanite…White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#TZR…$49.50

**Evening Extravaganza**
2 Carats of sparkling Cubic Zirconias…
hand-set in solid Sterling silver
RING…#HER…$49.50

**Symphony of Gems**
2 Carats Pear-shaped Amethyst, Citrine, Peridot and Blue Topaz…hand-set in solid Sterling Silver
RING…#SYG…$60

**In the Spotlight**
HALO RING
2 Carats of Sparkling Cubic Zirconia…
solid Sterling silver
RING…#SPZR…$49.50

**Pink Champagne**
CELEBRATION RING
1 1/5 Carat “Gemperfect” Pink Morganite…
White Topaz…14K Rose Gold…Sterling Silver
RING…#PCGR…$45

20 ORIGINAL DESIGNS EXCLUSIVELY FROM THE CONCORDE COLLECTION
Step out with Hollywood’s finest as you wear one of these bold and beautiful exclusive solid Sterling Silver Designer rings. “GemPerfect” stones are perfectly simulated gemstones with flawless clarity and exceptional color. Whether you are walking down the red carpet or lighting up the night— these sparkling sensations are sure to make you feel like a star.

**Sapphire Sophistication Ring**
1 2/5 Carat trillion-cut “GemPerfect” Blue Sapphire…
White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#LSSR…$37.50

**Rock Your World Ring**
4 Carat “GemPerfect” Checkerboard Cut
Blue Topaz…sparkling CZs…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#RMWR…$60

**“Over The Rainbow”**
1 Carat “GemPerfect” Gemstones…
White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#OTRR…$45

**“Art Deco”**
EMERALD ELEGANCE RING
2 1/2 Carat “GemPerfect” Emerald…
White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#XDER…$49.50

**Rock Candy Gemstone Ring**
1 3/4 carat “GemPerfect” Gemstones…
14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#RCGR…$49.50

**Green Envy Ring**
1 3/4 Carat “GemPerfect” Green Amethyst…
1/3 Carat “GemPerfect” Blue Topaz…
Cubic Zirconia…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#HRGR…$49.50

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED FOR 60 DAYS
Believe in miracles and celebrate life with this symbol of hope for the cure for breast cancer. A perfect blossom unfolding its petals and glistening with dewdrops in the warmth of the sun is a tribute to the courage of those whose lives have been touched by breast cancer.

Designer Marjorie Andes

**HOPE FOR THE CURE**

**BELIEVE IN MIRACLES® COLLECTION**

Pink Topaz...White Topaz...14K Rose Gold...solid Sterling Silver

**RING…**
#BMCR…$55

**PENDANT…**
(18” chain included)
#BMCP…$55

**EARRINGS…**
#BMCE…$55

**BRACELET…**
#BMCB…$75
Sterling Silver plated Cuff Bracelet fits 7-8

**RIBBONS OF HOPE**

**DIAMOND ETERNITY RING**

Diamonds...Enamel...
14K Rose Gold...solid Sterling Silver
Dedicated to the courage of all women whose lives have been touched by breast cancer. This special ring by award-winning designer Marjorie Andes represents eternal life and hope in the fight against breast cancer.

**RING…**
#RHER…$45

**RIBBONS OF HOPE COLLECTION**

White Topaz...Square-cut Pink Swarovski® Crystals...
solid Sterling Silver
The iconic “Pink Ribbons” have become an enduring symbol of the fight against breast cancer. An exquisite tribute to the courage of women whose lives have been touched by breast cancer.

**RING…**
#RHPR…$45

**EARRINGS…**
#RHPE…$49.50
A community joined in the spirit of love and hope...

HEARTS FOR HOPE
RING & EARRINGS

All the jewelry on this spread are available exclusively from the Concorde Collection and are not sold in stores. The Concorde Collection is a Proud Partner of National Breast Cancer Foundation, Inc®.

HOPE FOR THE CURE PEARL RING

Diamond...Pink Freshwater Pearl...solid Sterling Silver
A gracefully sculpted bloom gently embraces a genuine Pink Pearl, a miraculous symbol from nature of the power of life.
Wear this ring by designer Marjorie Andes symbolizing our unending support of our loved ones faced with Breast Cancer.
and be reminded that we gain strength from the love of others,
and we gain courage from those we love.
RING…#HCPR…$49.50

Believe in Miracles®
HOPE FOR THE CURE
THREE- STONE RING

3/5 Carat “GemPerfect” Pink Sapphire...
White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver
Believe in miracles and celebrate with this symbol of belief and hope for the cure for breast cancer. Award-winning Designer Marjorie Andes features three oval-cut “GemPerfect” Pink Sapphires symbolizing yesterday, today and tomorrow’s eternal fight against breast cancer. Accented with glistening White Topaz and embraced in symbolic ribbons of Sterling Silver, this exquisite ring represents the eternal quest for a cure. “GemPerfect” stones are perfectly simulated gemstones with flawless clarity and exceptional color. A very special ring in support of those whose lives have been touched by breast cancer.
RING…#BTSR..$45

HEARTS FOR HOPE
RING & EARRINGS

White Topaz…
heart-shaped created Pink Sapphires...
solid Sterling Silver
Support victims and survivors of breast cancer with this Sterling Silver ring and earrings, each piece featuring 3/4 carat heart-shaped “GemPerfect” Pink Sapphires. Symbolizing the circle of constant caring and love from family and friends, these remind us that we gain strength from the love of others, and we gain courage from those we love unconditionally.
RING…#HHHR…$39.50
EARRINGS…#HHHE…$45

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-276-8429
Symbols of Distinction

The Flop! Fourth Street! The River!

Texas Hold’Em Players Ring
Genuine Black Onyx…Ruby…solid Sterling Silver

Capture the excitement and thrills of Texas Hold’Em with this new and original solid Sterling Silver ring designed by Jay Feingold. Featuring a genuine Ruby hand-set against a field of Black Onyx. Feel the power, as you hold a pocket pair of Kings sculpted in solid Sterling Silver and you go “all in”— are you bluffing or do you have it? A bold and powerful design — the perfect prize for that winning hand.

MEN’S RING…#THR…$60

Born to Ride Motorcycle Ring
Genuine Black Onyx…solid Sterling Silver

Thunder down the open road and celebrate the freedom and power with this sculpted solid Sterling Silver ring by master jeweler Thomas Sota. The proud eagle with wings spread and ready for flight, captures a lightning bolt and evokes the image of power and speed on this finely sculpted design emboldened with a genuine Black Onyx backed wheel and side flame motifs. A bold symbol of your independence.

MEN’S RING…#MELR…$60

The American Eagle Ring
Genuine Black Onyx…solid Sterling Silver…Gleaming 24K Gold accents

Master Jeweler Thomas Sota creates this powerful ring featuring the American Eagle…symbol of our nation’s freedom and pride. Masterfully sculpted Sterling Silver with a 24K Gold plated American Eagle set against Black Onyx.

MEN’S RING…#AMER…$60

Emerald Isle Celtic Cross Ring
Genuine Emerald…Jade…24K Gold…Sterling Silver

A distinctive ring created by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota, inspired by a land of spirit, determination and pride. Wear this bold and enduring symbol of Irish pride.

MEN’S RING…#CCMR…$60
THE SPIRIT OF THE DESERT FLOWER RING  
Turquoise...Red Coral...solid Sterling Silver

Each spring, the desert flowers present their incredible beauty and wonderful scents that legends say hold the essence of healing to our emotional and spiritual well-being. Master jeweler Thomas Sota captures the beauty of nature’s miracle in this exquisite ring.

RING...#BMDR...$45

A miracle of life blooms in the desert...

BELIEVE IN MIRACLES® DESERT ROSE RING  
Carved Rose Quartz...White Topaz...14K Gold...Sterling Silver

Behold the miracle of nature and its beautiful wonder as delicate dragonflies alight upon a splendid desert rose bursting into blossom in the dry desert air. Created by Master jeweler Thomas Sota to express that life and hope can flourish against all odds...

A constant reminder to believe in miracles.

RING...#SDFR...$45
LARIAT...#SDFL...$55

The wonder of life in the desert...

SPIRIT OF THE THUNDERBIRD MEN’S RING  
Turquoise...solid Sterling Silver

A spiritual symbol of the American West that portrays the legendary thunderbird — soaring through the western skies with all its power and might. A bold man’s ring, styled to wear anytime, anywhere.

MEN’S RING...#STBR...$60

Master Jeweler  
Thomas Sota

“MIRACLES OF THE DESERT SKY” JEWELED STACKING RING SET  
GemPerfect” Fire Opal, Citrine, and Blue Topaz Gemstones...
14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

The blazing sun and the rains from the heavens bring forth the miracle of colorful wild flowers in the desert. Each intricately detailed ring created by designer Donna Lee can be worn separately or in combination to inspire your day.

1/10 CARAT CITRINE...#SWCR...$29.50
1/2 CARAT FIRE OPAL RING...#SWPR...$35
1/3 CARAT BLUE TOPAZ...#SWTR...$35

ORDER THE COMPLETE SET & SAVE 25%  
SET...#SWSR...$75

WWW.CONCORDECOLLECTION.COM
Nature’s Magical Kingdom

Nature’s perfect miracle…

THE DANCE OF THE BUTTERFLIES

A 1 1/4 carat Marquise-shaped Blue Topaz...
Solid Sterling Silver

Award-winning designer Marjorie Andes captures the romantic dance of the butterfly is captured in an exciting solid Sterling Silver ring. Two delicately sculptured Silver butterflies are magically attracted towards a radiant 1 1/4 Carat marquise-shaped Sky Blue Topaz. Lavished with CZ’s, behold the sheer beauty of the butterflies, as they begin their symbolic dance of love.

NECKLACE...DBN...$55
RING…#DBR…$45
BRACELET (NOT SHOWN)
#DBB…$85
Bracelet available in size 7” and 8”.

Fill your heart with joy…

JEWELLED PUPPY LOVE RING

Diamond...Black Spinel Gemstones...Enamel...
14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

This cuddly puppy will steal your heart and hold it tight! Who can resist those loving eyes—a must for any dog lover!
RING…#PLDR…$45

We love Pandas….

We love Pandas….

PANDA mania!

Diamond...Enamel...24K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

The Giant Panda is one of the most delightful and captivating creatures with its adorable black and white markings and seemingly huggable demeanor. Award-winning designer Marjorie Andes presents a Sterling Silver and Black Enamel panda striking an endearing pose as he contentedly sits amid bamboo stalks lavishly plated with 24K Gold, and nibbles on delicate Diamond studded leaves. A ring to amuse and delight and to capture the attention of all who see it.
RING…#PBR…$55

Inspired by the legendary artistry of Faberge…

FLIGHT OF THE JEWELLED BUTTERFLY RING

1 carat of Amethysts...Pink and White CZs...
handset in solid Sterling Silver

A jeweled treasure inspired by the renowned artistry of royal jeweler Peter Carl Faberge artfully captures the grace and beauty of a butterfly in flight with multi-colored shades of genuine amethyst.
RING…#FABR…$60

Designer
Donna Lee

Master jeweler
Thomas Sota
As enchanting as a fairy tale…

THE JEWELED FROG RING
Genuine Diamond…White Topaz…Enamel…
14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver
As the famous story goes…this adorable jeweled frog reminds you that pleasant surprises sometimes come from unexpected places. While we can’t promise that this frog will turn into a handsome prince, we can promise that you will fall in love with this ring, crafted by designer Donna Lee in Sterling Silver and accented with a genuine Cognac and White Diamond and 14K Gold accents. RING…#FR…$39.50

Nature’s magnificent creation…

OUR PRECIOUS EARTH
White Topaz…24K Gold…solid Sterling Silver
Award-winning designer Marjorie Andes has created an artfully sculpted ring symbolizing the delicate balance of nature and life. A tiny frog poised on a delicate leaf crafted in Sterling Silver, sun-kissed with 24K Gold and set with dewdrops of sparkling White Topaz represents the miracle of our planet. This ring is a daily reminder that we are all joined in the circle of life and creating a greener planet. RING…#FCDR…$37.50

A ring of pure “purr-fection “

PURR-FECT COMPANION DIAMOND RING
Diamond…Enamel…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver
Award-winning designer Donna Lee has captured a magical moment in time. An adorable and mischievous kitty, whimsically sculpted in Sterling Silver and lavishly plated in 14K Gold, is peeking over a ball of Sterling Silver yarn accented with a precious Diamond—creating a fashionable and fun-loving ring. A must for any cat lover to keep you company all day long. RING…#PPKR…$45

ORDER THE COMPLETE SET AND SAVE 20%
2-RING SET…#HBDR…$60

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED FOR 60 DAYS
A. BALI PARADISE OF LOVE RING
2 Carat Sky Blue Topaz…14K Gold…
solid Sterling Silver
RING…#BLPR…$60
SALE PRICE…$30

B. BELIEVE IN MIRACLES®
DAFFODIL RING
White Topaz…14K Gold…
solid Sterling Silver
RING…#DFR…$49.50
SALE PRICE…$24.75

C. ETERNAL LOVE IRISH WEDDING
PRAYER RING
White Topaz…14K Gold…
solid Sterling Silver
RING…#IWPR…$49.50
SALE PRICE…$22.50

D. FIRST SNOWFLAKE RING
White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#SFSR…$37.50
SALE PRICE…$18.75

E. FOLLOW THE LIGHT RING
White Topaz…14K Gold…
solid Sterling Silver
RING…#FTLR…$37.50
SALE PRICE…$18.75

F. FRIENDS FOREVER
DIAMOND RING
Genuine Diamonds…14K Gold…
solid Sterling Silver
RING…#FFDR…$49.50
SALE PRICE…$24.75

G. IRISH RIBBON RING OF
EVERLASTING LOVE
White Topaz…Swarovski® Emerald-
Green Crystals…14K Gold…solid
Sterling Silver
NECKLACE…#IRR…$49.50
SALE PRICE…$24.75

H. SWEET TEMPTATION RING
½ Carat White Topaz…Sterling Silver
RING…#STAR…$49.50
SALE PRICE…$24.75

I. POETRY OF LOVE
ETERNITY RING
White Topaz…14K Gold…
solid Sterling Silver
RING…#POLR…$49.50
SALE PRICE…$24.75

J. RED HOT LOVERS RING
3 Carat Garnet…Sterling Silver
RING…#RHR…$75
SALE PRICE…$37.50

50% off! • Limited Quantities • Special Sale • 50% off!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>Shakespeare’s Love Sonnet Ring</td>
<td>$49.50</td>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>Sisters At Heart Ring</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
<td>Swept Away Gemstone Ring</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>Sword Of The Gladiator Ring</td>
<td>$55</td>
<td>$27.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>Tahitian Gardenia Ring</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>Treasures Of Pompeii Blue Lapis Ring</td>
<td>$49.50</td>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>Twilight Firefly Diamond Ring</td>
<td>$49.50</td>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.</td>
<td>Victorian Hearts And Flowers Diamond Ring</td>
<td>$49.50</td>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>Wish Upon A Star Ring</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.</td>
<td>Wish! Dream! Believe! Diamond Ring</td>
<td>$49.50</td>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**50% off! • Limited Quantities • Special Sale • 50% off!**
Treasures that bloom

**Forever**

Take the time to remember those we love...

**FORGET-ME-NOT**
**FLORAL WRAP RING**

*White Topaz...Swarovski® Crystal...solid Sterling Silver*

The dainty forget-me-not flower never fails to catch your eye as it peeks out in early spring with its brilliant blue petals. Designer Donna Lee captures this symbol of remembrance and affection... perfect to remember someone special.

RING...#FFWR...$29.50

**THE MOONLIGHT AND ROSES**
**RING**

*White Topaz...14K Rose Gold...solid Sterling Silver*

Say “I love you” with this beautifully crafted ring by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota featuring a dozen pink roses bathed in moonbeams. Each rose is intricately sculpted in Sterling Silver with 14K Rose Gold plating and sparkling White Topaz accents.

RING...#MRR...$55

**STRAWBERRY FIELDS**
**DIAMOND RING**

*Genuine Diamond...Hand-painted Enamel...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver*

Let me take you there...

Come to my hideaway... my secret garden... a dreamy spot in a carefree place! Enjoy the momentary escape with this lovely design by designer Marjorie Andes and inspire a daydream!

RING...#STFR...$55

**THOUGHTS OF LOVE**
**PANSY RING**

*White Topaz...Enamel...solid Sterling Silver*

The pretty face of the flower that warms your heart as it peaks through the frosts of early spring...

Pansies are thought to be the “flower of lovers,” able to say what shy sweethearts are thinking in their hearts and want to express to each other. This extraordinary sculpted ring by designer Donna Lee is the perfect bloom to wear all year long.

RING...#TLPR...$55
Please mail NOW to ensure prompt delivery or call toll free 1-800-276-8429

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size *</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ITEM TOTAL $**

Plus $5.95 per item for shipping & handling $ 

Plus 6% sales tax, Pennsylvania residents only $ 

**GRAND TOTAL $**

*Rings available in Women's sizes 5 - 10 and Men's sizes 8 - 14. Bracelet in size 7” or 8”.*

**Select Method of Payment** (check one)

- [ ] Check is enclosed for Total Amount Due of $_________ payable to The Concorde Collection.
- [ ] Charge the Total Amount Due to my credit card: [ ] Visa [ ] Mastercard

Acct. No. ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ Exp. Date ___________ ___________ ___________

SIGNATURE ____________________________________________________ (REQUIRED FOR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS)

NAME ____________________________ PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ADDRESS ______________________________________________________

CITY ____________________________ STATE ______ ZIP ___________ 

Email Address __________________________________________________

{}
Private Invitation for: